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============

Let (*M*, *g*) be an analytic, compact, Riemannian manifold with boundary, of dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Sigma $$\end{document}$ be a family of embedded hypersurfaces. A generalized Radon transform takes each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Sigma $$\end{document}$, with respect to the surface measure induced by the volume form. Often $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Sigma $$\end{document}$ is itself a smooth manifold; for example, the Euclidean Radon transform is defined over the set of affine hypersurfaces in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Sigma $$\end{document}$ is a smooth manifold of dimension *n*. Such transforms are found in applications to many other fields, including harmonic analysis, scattering theory, seismology and medical imaging.

The main questions regarding these transforms include determining conditions under which they are injective, finding when the transform has a stable inversion, and characterizing the range. We concentrate on the first two questions here. These questions are also important in the partial data case, where integrals are known only for a subset of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Sigma $$\end{document}$. In the case of the Euclidean Radon transform, we refer the reader to \[[@CR8], [@CR16], [@CR17], [@CR23]\] and references therein for the resolution of these problems, and their generalization to the Radon transform over symmetric spaces and other related contexts.

The geometric data of a generalized Radon transform can be encoded by an incidence relation between points on *M* and the hypersurfaces in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda \subset M \times \Sigma $$\end{document}$ be this relation, i.e., the set of ordered pairs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda $$\end{document}$ is a double fibration when it is a smooth, embedded submanifold of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M \times \Sigma $$\end{document}$ such that both canonical projections are smooth and their restrictions to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda $$\end{document}$ form a fiber bundle over *M* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Sigma $$\end{document}$, respectively \[[@CR10]\].

Guillemin and Sternberg \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\] showed that given a Radon transform *R* defined by a double fibration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^*$$\end{document}$ (often called the generalized backprojection by analogy with the Euclidean case) are Fourier integral operators, and the canonical relation of *R* is the conormal bundle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda $$\end{document}$ satisfies the Bolker condition, which says that the induced projection $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi ^*: N^*\Lambda \rightarrow T^*\Sigma $$\end{document}$ is an embedding, then the normal operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^*R$$\end{document}$ is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator, which yields invertibility up to smoothing error.

A stronger result than invertibility is a Helgason-type support theorem, by analogy with that of the Euclidean Radon transform \[[@CR15]\]. Such a support theorem implies that if *f* is *a priori* of compact support, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f = 0$$\end{document}$. In the analytic category, there has been much work in this area (for example, \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR25], [@CR26]\]) using analytic microlocal analysis and the Bolker condition to prove support theorems for analytic generalized Radon transforms (i.e., with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M, \Sigma $$\end{document}$ analytic manifolds) with nonvanishing analytic weight. On the other hand, in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n = 2$$\end{document}$ there is a counterexample in the smooth category due to Boman \[[@CR2]\] of a function supported in the disk such that some weighted Radon transform over lines vanishes. For the weighted X-ray transform over curves, there is an analogous Bolker condition \[[@CR11]\] and support theorems are known for a class of such transforms in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n \ge 3$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR24], [@CR31], [@CR34]\] including the geodesic ray transform on an analytic, simple manifold over functions \[[@CR21]\] and over symmetric tensor fields \[[@CR22]\].

Our first result considers such analytic generalized Radon transforms and shows their analytic microlocal regularity. This builds upon similar results for the weighted X-ray transform over a generic class of curves \[[@CR7], [@CR9]\] and in particular, geodesics \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. To avoid complications at the boundary of *M*, we embed it isometrically in a slightly larger, open analytic manifold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 1 {#FPar1}
---------
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                \begin{document}$$R_w$$\end{document}$ be an analytic generalized Radon transform satisfying the Bolker condition, with *w* an analytic, nonvanishing weight. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma _0 \in \Sigma $$\end{document}$. Then the analytic wavefront set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N^*\sigma _0$$\end{document}$.

The main tool is a complex stationary phase lemma of Sjöstrand \[[@CR28], Theorems 2.8, 2.10 ff.\] and related techniques, which suffice in lieu of a hypothetical analytic calculus of Fourier integral operators. The proof of this theorem is given in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}.

Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} also implies a local support theorem \[[@CR25], Prop. 2.3\] and in particular the injectivity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_wf(\sigma )$$\end{document}$ to be analytic in a neighborhood of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma _0$$\end{document}$. One then obtains a unique continuation result of the following type: if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our second result is a stability estimate for a generic class of smooth generalized Radon transforms satisfying the Bolker condition. We restrict ourselves to those generalized Radon transforms studied by Beylkin \[[@CR1]\], which have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varphi $$\end{document}$ satisfying some conditions to be made explicit later.

Theorem 2 {#FPar2}
---------

Let (*M*, *g*) be an analytic Riemannian manifold with boundary. Take $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_w : L^2(M) \rightarrow H^{(n-1)/2}(\Sigma )$$\end{document}$ to be an injective generalized Radon transform defined by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varphi $$\end{document}$ with weight *w*, satisfying the Bolker condition. Then there exists $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\varphi , w) \in C^K$$\end{document}$ such that the generalized Radon transform $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This follows from an analysis of the symbol of the normal operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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While we work entirely on an analytic Riemannian manifold (*M*, *g*) and do not perturb the metric in this result, we use the metric only to provide a convenient choice of surface measure, and to ensure the existence of a dense set of injective, generalized Radon transforms. We may then conclude:

Corollary 1 {#FPar3}
-----------

On each analytic, compact Riemannian manifold with boundary, there is a generic set of generalized Radon transforms satisfying the Bolker condition that are both injective and stable.

We defer the proof of Theorem [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} to Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}.

Generalized Radon Transforms {#Sec2}
============================

In this section we fix notation and establish some basic facts about the generalized Radon transform, including a statement of the Bolker condition. For concreteness we consider the space of hypersurfaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition {#FPar4}
----------
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Microlocal Regularity {#Sec3}
=====================
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We note that this definition is microlocal and invariantly defined, and therefore can be extended to distributions on analytic manifolds (see \[[@CR20], Theorem 8.5.1\] and the remarks following). In this case, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 1 {#FPar7}
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Remark {#FPar9}
------

From the proof we see that it suffices for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Stability {#Sec4}
=========
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Lemma 1 {#FPar10}
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Similarly, the kernel of the generalized backprojection $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2 {#FPar12}
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We now able to prove with our main result, Theorem [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}.

Proof of Theorem 2 {#FPar17}
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